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would naturally mean 10-^ and 6 ia! 9^; the context alone shows the true meaning. Another form akin to that just mentioned was a little less open to misconstruction; the numerator was written in full with the accented numeral (for the denominator) following, e.g. Svo pt' for 2/45ths (Aristarchus of Samos). A better way was to turn the aliquot part into an abbreviation for the ordinal number with a termination superposed to represent the case, e.g. eTV = f (Dioph. Lemma to V. 8), v kj™ = |§ (ibid. I. 23), pica"" /acoX3U/= 1834J/121 (ibid. IV. 39), just as y°* was written for the ordinal rpiros (cf. rb 5-°", the §th part, Dioph. IV. 39; aipa> ra.iya 'I remove the 13ths', i.e. I multiply up by the denominator 13, ibid. IV. 9). But the trouble was avoided by each of two other methods.
(1) The accented letters representing the denominator were written twice, along with the cardinal number for the numerator. This method is mostly found in the Geometrica and other works of Heron : cf. € iy' iy' = T5g-, ra $ £g = f. The fractional signification is often emphasized by adding the word AeTrra ('fractions' or 'fractional parts'), e.g. in XtTrra iyf iyf t/3 = f§ (Geom. 12. 5), and, where the expression contains units as well as fractions, the word ' units' (/zoi/a^e?) is generally added, for clearness' sake, to indicate the integral number, e.g. /xoyaSe? t/3 /cat XtTrra iy iy' t/3 = 12£f (Geom. 12. 5), fjiojsdScs p/jiS \€7rra iy iy 0-96 = 144-2T9^ (Geom. 12. 6). Sometimes in Heron fractions are alternatively given in this notation and in that of submultiples, e.g. /3 yf it' tfroi ft Kal or 2|' (Geom. 12. 48); f V l' it' oex tfroi y koi j8 <•' e' ro>i/ tr *' = ' 1\ TV -^ -fa or 7f +1 x ^\ i.e. 7§ + -/T (ibid.); rf V i kg' tfroi yLtoi/aSc? r) *' *' y /cat t to €f = '8iA A or 81 + 4-xi', i.e. Sf + aV (ibid. 12. 46). (In Hultsch's edition of Heron single accents were used to denote whole numbers and the numerators of fractions, while aliquot parts or denominators were represented by double accents; thus the last quoted expression was written v\ S i" K€" tfroi fjiovdSts t] *" t" y' /cat €" rb e".)
But (2) the most convenient notation of all is that which is regularly employed by Diophantus, and occasionally in the Metrica of Heron. In this system the numerator of any fraction is written in the line, with the denominator above it,

